Centennial
The staff of the JasperYellowhead Museum &
Archives likes to think we
know a thing or two about
Jasper’s history. We have a
multitude of artefacts,
photographs and documents
from Jasper’s earliest days.
From buckskin jackets to
crank telephones, you can find it in our basement.
What we don’t have are artefacts, photographs and
documents from Jasper’s recent past. We know they
are out there but we don’t have them!
It could be that residents don’t think these
items have any value or it could be that they value
them immensely and aren’t yet ready to donate them.
Please keep us in mind when you are thinking of
throwing out old home movies, photo albums or even
a frame pack used to back pack over the Skyline Trail
in the 70’s.
The other missing piece in Jasper’s history is
stories from our not so distant past. We are lucky
enough to have a wonderful resource in the many
books written about Jasper but we would like to tap
into some more recent memories. Were you a
resident of Jasper’s Free Camp? Did you hang out at
the Happy Place or the original L & W? Did you take
part in a memorable school field trip, like the trips to
Athabasca Pass? Were you an extra in one of the
films or TV shows filmed in Jasper? Do you have a
story to tell about skiing, curling or playing hockey?
Do you have a great memory of a Can-U –Canoe
Race, an October Fest, a Folk Festival, or the JasperBanff Relay? Where were you in the storm of ’89?
We would like to feature some of these stories in our
Jasper National Park Centennial exhibit to open in
June 2007. If you have a story to share, please send
it our way via e-mail at manager@jaspermuseum.org
, mail at Box 42, Jasper, T0E 1E0 or drop it by the
museum.

